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About This Game

Sqvishy is having a cheese-fueled nightmare, can you help poor puss parse fishtanks into oblivion?

Orginally designed as a virtual arcade machine minigame inside Big Robot's "The Light Keeps Us Safe", this standalone version
of Sqvishy is expanded and improved. Guide towering, tumbling fishtanks toward matching exit tiles in an increasingly frantic

fever-dream of puss-based-puzzling.

Sqvishy is a fast-paced action/puzzle game of visualization, forward-planning and sharp reflexes. Giant fishtanks spawn at the
edges of a randomly generated grid and begin to roll... By switching the directions of the grid tiles your puzzled-puss can guide

these colorful cages to matching exit tiles. For every fishtank freed you score a point, but for each one lost - either through
collision with another fishtank or by rolling onto an edge - a point is deducted. You must reach a certain number of points to

clear a level. There are six levels - newly generated each time you play - with exits, fishtank colors and spawns randomized. Find
a level of difficulty that suits you and get puzzling!

Features

Six Levels of Difficulty
Customizable Colors
Full Controller Support
Customizable Controls
Cosmic Rainbows!
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Sqvishy will soon be appearing in original minigame form inside "The Light Keeps Us Safe".
https://store.steampowered.com/app/853240/The_Light_Keeps_Us_Safe/
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Title: Sqvishy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
James Makes Games Ltd
Publisher:
James Makes Games Ltd
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Core i-3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 105 MB available space

English
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Unfinished game unfortunately.

The basics are good and it would be a fine space strategy game turn based a bit like master of orion of fame, but there is too
much missing features. It also lacks some polish in the interfaces to play the game. Some of them are hard to understand just
because they are badly designed. But making a good ui is an art in itself!

The game doesn't have any bugs that i noticed. It seems it was fixed pretty much since starting sales.

The devs don't seem to support the game anymore. I can see the 'producer' answering a question once every few months, but no
patches and nothing more.

I got the game below 10$, so i played 1 game and it was worth it. Above that price, the game is too expensive. And as it is right
now, it is extremely repetitive with no variety in the 5 races you play or the galaxy you conquer. Gets boring fast!. Heart of Gold
offers a few more hours of gameplay, depending on how quickly you realize what you have to do in each level. It took me a bit
lower. I like the slow, methodical approach, and that is exactly what HoG lets you do. While it only has 4 levels you can take
your time in each and build up a mighty dungeon without being pressured. Only 1 mission is pretty annoying with constantly
respawning enemies, but that's kind of the gimmick here. Still, hated it.

Apart from that, however, HoG doesn't offer enough to warrant 8 euros. The voice acting is exceptionally poor compared to the
base game. As I said it only has 4 new missions, which can be created relatively quickly with the map editor, so that's not where
to production value has gone into.

There are no really new units or rooms, only 1 new gadget to use and a titan at the end who doesn't really do all that much. All in
all it's not a "bad" DLC, but I just can't recommend full price purchase either. The story makes no sense at all and is simply
boring as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. They also turned Mendechaus into a slapstick figure...

While the level design is good and the performance seems to have been miraculously improved (wonder why the base game still
lags as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and has micro stutters all over the place even though it's the same engine...and the same
game version...), there's not really anything NEW and SHINY. Get it during a deep sale. I got it for like 7 bucks and while not
regretting it, there's much better stuff you can get, unless you really need more DK 2 fix. You can always just play sandbox
instead for that anyway.

Edit: Almost forgot. Game breaking bugs still included, so yeah. The game just froze at the end of level 4 for example.. I am
sorry but this is really bad.... Insincere attempts to be a nostalgic throwback to classic FPS games of the PS1 era, but it
ultimately crumbles under the weight of terrible design choices, shotty gameplay and a host of bugs & glitches. In just under 2
hours of total play time (at least 20 minutes of it spent restarting levels and the game itself), I was victim to key items not
spawning, cutscenes either cutting to black or knocking me to the desktop, and save files reverting progress. The horrible
graphics wouldn't be an issue if the game ran smoothly, but sadly, this is not the case. Insincere often has severe frame rate
drops even if only 1 or 2 enemies are on the screen. AI is either superhuman (enemies with 100% accuracy mow through you
from across the map) or mind numbingly stupid (they will walk away while you shoot them), with no inbetween. There is some
kind of story here (clones, AI constructs, and mutations ), but it is so poorly explained through its jittery cutscenes and awful
dialogue, that you will have little to no interest by the time you reach the conclusion.

It makes me sad. Insincere initially reminded me of a game like Armorines, Turok, or System Shock. It starts off silly with a
goofy scientific premise that has the heart to go somewhere. Sadly though, the game just feels unfinished and abandoned, as if
the developer got bored and just threw it on Steam to die. There is a shell of a fantastic game here, but as it stands, Insincere is
best avoided.. Yesssssssss. This DLC is a must-have if you're a tryhard Juicer.

It ain't overtly p2w because as all Juicers know, the cards your bring are shared communally and randomly drawn, meaning even
opponents without the DLC can use your DLC cards against you. Nevertheless, being able to "stack the (communal) deck in
your favor" is always desirable.

DLC card rankings:
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[GOD TIER]

- Passionate Research. HA HA, TIME FOR MORE HYPER(S)!
Everyone with OP, deadly, stackable, or spammable Hypers (Sugu, Sora, Poppo, Nanako, Syrup, QP, Peat, Marc, Saki, Krila)
will want to stack this card.

- Mimic. A non-annoying alternative to your typical Bunny players' x3 Gift Exchange antics.
Everyone with crappy or situational Hypers (Bunny, Cat, Hime, Tomomo, etc.) will want to stack this card; always high comedy
when a farmer like Bunny pops Accelerator or Specs.

- Shield Counter. Super OP anti-mugging card.
Every punching bag\/farmer will want to bring this card; guaranteed mad tears when you one-shot counter bullies. Kai, Hime,
and Cat beware. Maximal butthurt and salinity if they popped SAOM\/Specs\/Accel + Battle card, too.

- President's Privilege. Oy vey!
Great card to bring along for pricey, overpriced, or prohibitively Hypers or expensive cards such as Little War, Sealed
Guardian, Final Battle, SAOM, etc. or when planning to empty your hand for some Event + Battle card overkill combos.

[USEFUL TIER]

- Ambush. Stop staring at my butt.
A pricey but potentially deadly or life-saving card for BOTH bullies and punching bags; great for anti-Protag's Privilege. You do
not need an opponent to use this card; you can use it just to stay put on your current tile, though you can't use it to norma again
on a home tile.

- Tactical Retreat. Ah non! I surrender, just take my stars!
Balanced anti-bully card. Forces Boost-type Hyper characters such as Sugu or Sora to carry and invest at least one Battle-type
card when planning to mug you, instead of mindlessly hoarding x3 Hypers.

[SITUATIONAL TIER]

- Lonely Chariot. Gotta go fast.
A highly situational and pricey card (both in terms of cost and drawbacks, though mitigable), but potentially game-breaking.
Especially on certain maps like Tomomo's Abyss, this card can be godly for high-HP farmers like Fernet, Castle, Poppo, etc.
who can constantly warp tile, norma, heal, and warp tile again by rolling 5s non-stop using this card.

- Piyopiyo Procession. MLG creep farm like a Chinese pro gamer.
Good for bully characters, guaranteed source of creep farming for Wins (i.e. during Boss tiles) or chip damage and Norma-
denial.

[FUN TIER]

- Mix Phenomenon. FUN!
Do you not enjoy FUN? Also great for farmers to counter Battlefield event or hide boss tiles.

- Sealed Memories. Can't see crap.
Hilarious when someone like Sugu or Sora discards\/wastes their Hyper while everyone else is looking and laughing.

[GARBAGE TIER]
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- Scary Solicitation. Just ask Bunny players why her Hyper is crap. This card is even WORSE.
Extremely highly situational, and may not even be worth it even if you use President's Privilege.. Have you ever paid $89.00 for
a game and found it too be a big pile a unplayable rubbish. Well for this game i only paid $12.74 and for that price it has
achieved a great deal more than some more costly games have. Its playable, no soul stealing bugs and it would give me
entertainment on a rainy day. It probably should be defined as a casual simulator type game as its not realy a full on simulator.
My only minor complaint would be that sometimes its hard to get your vehicle to its destination(rare). Thumbs up to the
creators.

Note: I have never forgotten a steam review where a reviewer compained about a 99 cent game. You get what you pay for, if
you get more than what you pay for its a bonus and why complain.. Ahoy Me harties!

Firstly - V ARRR is actually quite a fun game and as close as your going to get currently to actually being a pirate - go check it
out guys.

As an early release with lots of room to improve, i'd reccomend it!

It's basically a wave based game, where you defend your ship against other pirates - gets a lot harder, i got to day 10 and died. In
between each wave you get a chance to buy upgrades to your weapons and ship but to get there, you have to look down at your
feet where you will see some rope and some text which states "Jump to Shop" - however, this doesn't mean to actually jump, as i
did - repeatadly - thinking that the game is broken as it's not porting me when i'm jumping. It simply means you need to bend
down and grab the rope to jump the shop. I'm 16 stone in weight and was jumping up and down whilst my fiancee was laughing
insanely at me.. I want to emphasize that the game says "arbitrary" in its title. Is it a little slow? Yes. Does it baby the players
with a tutorial at the beginning and leaves figuring out the nuances of the game almost exclusively to the player's curiosity? For
sure. But that's part of the joy--a randomness that's difficult to pin down to a pattern.

Cube&Star is colorful, minimalistic, smart, darkly and subtly funny (the Nietzchean quips from the various geometric creatures
make me alternate between wanting to laugh or cry), and aesthetically exquisite. It wasn't hard to fall for the simplicity of this
game, and I more than appreciate how relaxed I can feel playing it without it being totally mind-numbing.

It's casual but quietly rewarding, and well worth it. I recommend it wholeheartedly to both the whimsical and patient player
looking for something a little different, if not Euclidean.
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Pretty good game. You can play wholesome or not.

Hopefully, they'll also release the sequel. Make it happen please!. i refunded this years ago because I thought the coop was
broken

turns out im just stupid and I regret refunding definitely buying again

edit : nevermind checked reviews and new vids game definentely sucks now don't regret refunding. It's Zup.
It's good.. great wish they made the other black ops for mac tho. Unclear plot. Trapped in certain endings easily. Apparently
lying is how you get the girl. I like VNs but not my cup of tea.
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